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Little builders can fill a busy work area on the inside covers with 24 reusable sticker images.

IncludesÂ barricades, danger signs, figures of workers reading plans, dump trucks, cement mixers,

wheelbarrows, lunch pails, boulders, emergency cones, and much more. 24 stickers.
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Bought 3 of these books for a recent plane trip with my 2 1/2 yr old son along with a travel tray. The

books are smaller than I expected, but perfect size for carry on bag and toddler hands/lap. When

you take the staples out of the book they have a 2 page "scene" to place all the stickers, and it is

laminated so the stickers can be removed and placed again. Kept my son occupied for periods of

time on the plane. Since I ordered with other items and got free shipping, I think the $1.50 for each

one was a fair price.

This little book has a construction scene on the inside with four sheets of stickers, including lots of

trucks and diggers, as well as workers and construction signs. While I agree that these stickers are

really not re-usable, my boys absolutely love these sticker books! What I do is remove the sticker

sheets and make a copy of the construction scene on my printer -- which measures about 5-1/2 by

8 inches -- that way my sons can make multiple scenes. For a dollar-and-a-half, I think it's a great



deal! (Funny how differently people perceive the value of something!)

I blame myself partly for not checking the dimensions of this book; however, I don't think knowing it

was small would have bothered me if it was quality. My 2 year old nephew had this on his Christmas

wishlist. I was surprised about the low price, but once it came in the mail I changed my mind and

decided that the price is way too much for what this is. It's basically 2 pieces of paper stapled

together with a few stickers and a construction scene. Super small, super thin, not something I'd

ever recommend. I actually felt embarrassed to give it to him on Christmas (thankfully it came with

plenty of time for me to buy him several other things to go along with it).

I was very shocked to see how small this was when it arrived. It is not worth $2. I ordered two

different ones as a birthday present and had to desperately search for something else to add to

them as it was far to small to give as a gift. The pictures were also not that vibrant as you usually

expect from toddler stickers.Not impressed!

We love these little sticker books! This is a very small booklet that you open up to the "construction

site and the stickers can be placed all around. They are reusable stickers, so they can be moved

which is very nice. I love having this in my purse or diaper bag and being able to pull it out when my

toddler is having a hard time waiting, like in a restaurant or waiting room. Again, it's small, but it's

perfect for on the go entertainment!

Such a good idea, but made very cheaply and so does not work out.The total size of the book is a

quarter of a letter sheet. You open the booklet and there are a total of one full sheet of stickers to

place on a half-size letter sheet of space. The sticker sheets are stapled inside and the booklet is

the image that you place the stickers onto, which is made of a sturdier card stock. The stickers are

very thin, easily tears, and are thus NOT reusable. I had to copy and print out multiple pages of the

image provided, so as to not spoil the fun.I ordered several of these based on the glowing reviews. I

have a 2 and 4 year old and have been through the gamut of books and found much better quality

at dollar stores. I am really flabbergasted and suspicious of how highly these books are rated.Save

your money and just order a bigger book. We love Roger Priddy books - great quality, very sturdy

and vibrant images. He has great content - puzzles, content recognition, letters/numbers, etc.

Cannot recommend these highly enough. He even has some editions with CD with all the sticker

images on them, just in case you need extras -- torn or misplaced stickers. His books are keepers



after all the sticker fun is done.

We used these as party favors for our son's 2nd birthday party that had a construction theme. We

also added some crayons (which were not needed because there's no where to color in these

books!) These are perfect for what we used them for.

This series of books is wonderful. My 3 yr old loves creating the scenes of the construction site. As

suggested by a previous reviewer- I always remove the center stick sheet so my son can view the

entire scene at one time. I then put the booklet and the stickers in a small sandwich bag to keep the

parts together when storing.
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